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3.4 Nomênclature of Stereoisomers - Naming Enantianomers

Depending on the spatial orientation of substituents attâched to a chiral center, a given enantiomer

cen be designated either R or S.

To designate an R or S configuration, following these rules:

1) Substituents attached to a chiral center are ranked according to the Cahn-hgold-prelog rules:

Rule #1:

Considering the double-bond carbons separately, look at the two atoms direclly attached to each and
rank them according to atomic number. An atom with higher atomic number receives priority.
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Rule #3:

Multiple-bonded atoms are equivalent to the sâme number of single-bonded atoms.
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As further examples, the following pairs are equivalent:
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(i) Clockwise: R Stereochemistry

(ii) Counter clockwise:

from the
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A Stepùy§tep Approach to Determine if (R) or (S):

1. Rank substituents (or groups) around the chiral ca.bon, from highest to lowest according to

atomic number.

1

HO
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| ,,H2 I...'n"'

HICH|C-'--\or,

Dashed wedge: group behind plane

Solid wedge: group in front of plane

Solid line: group in the plane

Next, draw an arrow connecting the three highest priorities from high 10 row. Determine if the
arTows rrove in the clockwise (R) or counter clockwise (S) direction.
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From group #1 to #2 to #3 the
arrows move counterclockwise,

and therefore the molecule is in

the (S) conformationH3CHzC J
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What happens if the lowest priority group is not oriented away from you (i.e. a solid wedge)?

The fastest way to solve this problem is to go through steps one and two above, and to

remember thal whatever you assign as your configuration, the opposite will be the correct

answer.

For example:

The lowest Prio,ity group is not on

the dashed wedge. Therefore,

going through each Priority we

would expect an R configuration'

However, the answer would be an

S contiguration as our lowest

priority group is coming out of the

page towards us'

Con{irm (at home) that each example below is in the correct configuration (they are):

-."-.-Ç

,r,Ë cH2cH3"."^;::

CH: OH

I

,{""''""t'i,,,,,,H
-Ctl2CH2Ct

IMPORTANT:

Thenumberoftheoreticalstereoisomersforaparticularmoleculedependsonthenumberofchiral

centres it has. A molecule with 'n' chiral centres has 2n theoretical stereoisomers'

C\

:i
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3.5 Rotation of Plane-Polarized Light
Physical properties such as boiling point, melting point and solubility are the same for each

enantiomer in a pair, but since the molecules are different, there must be some method of telling them
apart.

Enantiomers can be identified because they cause a specific rotarion of prane-porarized right.
Any comæund containing an enanriomeric centre wirr rotate prane-porarized right, and each
enantiomer in a peir wirr rotate prane-porarized right by the same amount Dut in opposite directions.

It should be noted however' that there is no way to tell which direction a compound will rotate light
based solely on its configuration (discussed in a moment).

Specmcs:

Morecures that are chirar have a tendency to rorate prane-porarized right (they are opticary
active). The specific rotation [a] depends on the follo\,ving formula:

lal = [observed rotation (degrees)]/tpâthlength (dm] x concentration (gr'mL)l

Compounds can be either:

- Dextrorotatory (+): rotate plene polarized light to the r,ght (clockwise)
- Levorotatory G): rotate prâne porarized right to the reft (countercrockwise)

IMPORTANT: (+/, does NOT copelate with RyS

The direction of rotation for prane-porarized right is often incofporated into the names of opticaryactive compounds. Ex: (R)-(+)-2-Methyl_1-butanot

As mentioned above, the value of the sæcific rotaûon for a pair of enantiomers is the same, butis opposite in srgn (i.e., if one enantiomer rotiates pra,.,e porarized right be +r, the otherenantiomer will rotate plane polarized light be -7.).

Light
source

UnDolarized

Polôrizer

Opticâ[y active sample

Polarized light
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flr I
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% Enantiomeric e

total moles of both enantiomers

Or from optical rotations:

% Enantiomeric excess = Observed soecific rotation X 100

specific rotation of pure enantiomer

50
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An equimolar mixture of two enantiomers is called a racemic mixture and is often designated

by (+/-).

Racemic mixtures result in no net rotation of plane polarized light (the light rays cancel)'

Asmentionedbefore,nocorelationexistsbefuæenthecoûfiguretionsofenantiomers(RorS)

and the direction in which they rotate plane-polarized light [(+) or C)]'

Theralioofamixtureofisomerscanbeestimatediftheopticalrotationofthemixtureisgiven.

We can use the enantiomeric excess (ee) of the mixture to v'ork this out:
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Example:

(S!(+)-2-butanol gives a specific rotation of +

enantiomeÉ giving a specific rotation of +6.76"?

Chem212 Exam Booklet

13.52". What is the ee of a mixture of 2-butânol

Also, what is the composition of the mi):ture?

From the above formula: ee = (6.76/13.52) X'100 = 50%

So this means that 50% of the mixture is the (+) form of the isomer (as the specific rotation of the

mixture is positive, if it were -6.76othere would be a 50o/o enantiomeric excess of the (-) isomer).

Now, knowing the ee, we can estimate the actual ratio of isomers. lf so% of the mixture is one pure

enantiomer this means that the other 50% must be â racemate. Therefore this racemate contains
25o/o (+) and 25o/o G) isomer, add this to the 5oo/o (+) isomer we get a mixture whlch is 750lo (+) isomer
and 25o/o C) isomer.

3.6 Diastereomers

Diastereomers are not mirror images of each other, but are slill non-superimposaô/e stereorsomers_
Fof diastereomers to occur there must be a, /east 2 stereocenters on a given morecure.

Diasteromers may have the sâme configuration at one or more chiral centers but at the same time,
must differ in at least one chiral center.

Note: lf all stereocenters have exactly the opposite Rys configurations, these molecules lvould not be
considered diasteromers, but ênanüomêrs instead.

Example:

CzHs CzHs

4
compounds 't and 2,3 and 4, are Enantiomers. compounds I and 3,2 and 4 are Diastereomers.

Alkenes which have two different groups attached show geometric or cis-trans isomerism (rike
cycloalkanes) due to restrcted rotation about the carbon-carbon double bond. The cis-trans isomers
are diaslereomers:

Solutions will be posted at www.preplOl.com/solutions 51
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w
,a)cis has more steric strain

When an alkene is lri- or tetrâ- substituted, EIZ nomenclature is used. To do this, each substituent

across the double bond is assigned a priority according to the Cahn-lngold-Prelog rules (discussed

above)

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l'com/solutions 52
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It is important to note that:
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ln compounds whose slereoisomerism is due to either tetrahedral stereogenic centres, or the

presence of double bonds, the tolal number of stereoiomers will not exceed 2n, where n = the #

of tetrahedral stereogenic centers.

. For inslance, a molecule with 2 stereogenic centers can have a maximum of 4 diastereomers

(i.e., configurations of: R,R / R,S / S,R / S,S).

. Fu.thermore, a molecule with one tetrahedral stereogenic center and one double bond may also

have a maximum of 4 stereoisomers and would also be considered a diastereomer (i.e.,

configurations of: R, cis / R, trârs / S, c,s / S, trans).

Diastereomcrs

Other examples:

CsHnBr

l\nt, h"/---- _4

h ,r+AXJ
Jutl",reo,*,rs

"\..s \s*
BrHrc,\c-'-cHt "rrr.^E/t"

These are enantiomers.

c1HEo3
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These are diastereomers.

When in doubt - assign R and S configurations for all stereocenters and compare!

t_

Enantiorl. crs Enantiomers

(2R,3R)
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3.7 Meso Compounds
Meso compounds are a special class of diaster

but the overall molecule is achiral. These molecules will NOT rotate plane polarized light in one

direction or the other. This phenomenon is due to the facl that there is a minor plane within the
molecule.

Meso molecules heve at least 2 stereogenic centers BUT are optically inactive because they have an

internal plane of symmetry.

(2S,3R)-2, jdichlorobutane plane of syrnmetry

Plane of

>kHgclc

H:C

H3

Test to dêtermine if a meso compound is present:

1) Does it have at least two stereogenic centers?

2) lf you draw a line through the middle of the compound, are both sides identical in all

respects exceDt the stereogenic centers hâve opposite stereochemistry?

Remember to be caretul with single bonds - they rotate! So you may have to manipulate the

molecule in order to determine if an internal plane of symmetry exists.

4Y nro çon@unds wiL
Other examples of meso compounds: \- | t ,. I

.R..$k"/*i\t .zo\ 
t*t 

i:':#itr
lv,c ry\.dZ

i, i{"r (") \.N:uu'
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rolate 180 degrees

uk.)-,**t 6+r ôn " \
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3.9 Absolute vs. Relative Confi guration

Relative Conf iguration

SRS
Absolute Conf iguration

The absolute configuration of a chiral molecule is its (R) or (S) designation. Relative configuration

occurs between lwo different chiral molecules that share three common substituents which can be

superimposed along with the central carbon:

Y

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101.Gom/solutions 56
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3.10 Resolution - the Separation of a Racemic Mixture into its Enatiomers

Three common processes exist which can be used to separate a racemic mixture:

1) Kinetic resolution \Mhere one enântiomer reacts faster than the other under particular

reaction conditions

2) Chromatography using chiral media can also be used to resolve enantiomers.

3) Resolulion by means of diastereomeric salts. This common technique uses the following

sleps:

A) Conversion of the racemic enantiomers into diastereomers using a reso/y,ng agenl (i.e., an

enantiomerically pure compound)

B) Diastereomers have different physical properties, so they are easily separated.

C) Conversion of separated diastereomers back to enantiomers.

Salt formation (acid/base reaction) is ideal tor resolution as it is readily reversible:

RCO2H + Base ---------------- RCO,- Base'r scparation- RCO.H R

recovery ol
RS and SS enantiomersRandS S

enantiomers rcsolvingagcnt
(mcemic cttr! 

- diastcreomers

mlxture) b,f

Examples of resolving agents: (+)"Cinchonine, Gleuintne (bases), and (R,y+)-T ar(a c acid.

k.( ,#,. *J *"//,.y'-/ L '/..r/--Z
Co^ le ,xTuotnrl

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutlons
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3.11 Axial Chirality

Axial chirality is a special case where the molecule of interest does not have a chiral center, but an

axis of chirdlity - an axis about which lhe molecule is held in a spat:al anangement that is not

superposable upon its mirror image. Axial chirality is most commonly observed in certain allene

compounds. The enantiomers of axially chiral compounds are usually given the stereochemical labels

R" and S". An allene with two different substituents on each of the two carbons will be chiral because

there will no mirror plane. The designations are based on the same Cahn-hgold-Prelog priority rules

used for tetrahedral stereocenters. The chiral axis is vie\^/ed end-on and the twg'neaf and two 'fafused lor tetrahedral stereocemers. I ne cnrral axs rs ueu/ed end-on and the tw9 -neer an(

substituents on the axiat unit are or*"0r, 
+frrh Wlfr.! ru

Forexampte: '-, 1.n'furt /'^'< é d / *, ,

Allene Compounds:

tl+

Ranking: lf lhe sequence a - b - c - d of the substituents is clockwise, the absolute configuration

is called (aR). lf it is counterclockwise, the absolute conliguration is called (aS)

:-

'"'"*"",
rr:t];H /
t_-.'

,:6OH d

A, ,bo:' J * ,/ L*.-)"*
^ "{@) ,^" i,,"t "./'",9 

/ u

c IsL

I]!EH
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3.12 Practice Problems

1. Which best describes the stereochemistry of the carbon "c"?

A) Not a Chiral Center

c)s
E) (+)

B) R

D) E

Which of the following best describes the stereochemistry of the double bond C12-C13?

coo(-)

A) cis

clz
E) meso

B) trans

D)E

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 59
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Determine whether the following pairs of structures are identical (i.e. differenl pictures of the

same molecule), structural isomers, diastereomers, or enanliomers.

A)

an al E*-

4--zrz
I

B)

c)
cooH

H>LoH,to,
cooH

HOO

D)

arr d

Solutions will be posted at www,preplol.com/solutions 60
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Which of the following is an achiral moledrle?

a)^

\_/
I
L)

d)ô e)ô

Place an asterisk (") next to any stereocentres in amoxicillin, a compound belonging to the
family of semi-synthelic penicillins.

Which of the following molecules A - E are chiral?

d-
Hr\... ct

o
i

d) cHsc) H2N

61Solutions will be posted at www.preplOl,com/solutions
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7. lndicate in the provided box the stereochemical designation (E/Z or FyS) for each the two

positions indicaled below.

E-=-..', ?,.

Hl--oH
H-J-oH/l

l)- 
cH2cHl

The Fischer proiection which presents S-2-butanol is:

Ang-C

OH

H

r,H
I

HaC HrC -----1-- C H l
I
OH

,,

H

cH2cH3

cHr

OH

Solutions will be posted at www.preplO1.com/solutions 62
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9. The pair of Fischer projections belo^, represents:

:+
NHz

NHz HrN---l-CH3

cH" H3c---f NH,

A) a pair of meso compounds B) diastereomers

C) enantiomers D) the same compound

10. Which of A-E correctly identifies the R, S desagnation for the atoms indicaled?

I II II]

Àl^J,,^-{.tiili=l
OH OH OH

t

ASS
BSS
CRS
DSR
ERR

l

e

R

R

e

S

11. Draw a wedge-and-dash structure as well es a Fischer proieciion for (R)-Methyl 2-pnenyl2-

methylbutanoate.

Solutions will be posted at www.prepT0T.com/sorut ons 63
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12. The pair of structures which represent a pair of isomers is:

Anr
':Ëî

H

H

,:ü:"
H

Cl Br

><
i cHs

B D
H

Hsc

HOCH2CH:CH'
H2C:CHCH2OH

13. Determine whether the following pairs of structures are identical (i.e. difierent pictures of the

same molecule), structural isomers, diestereomers, or enantiomers.

cooH

'-LO'+o,
cooH

HOO

14. The pair of structures which represent diastereomers is

"'ê

BB,

êCl Br

Br

^

cl

^

Br.l
ê
CI,â

Cl Br

Br

^

Solutions will be posted at www.preplO!..com/solutions 64
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12. The pair of structures which represeni a pair of isomers is:

Acr

:*,'
H

H

,:ü:"
H

Cl B.
\/

/\
r-i cH,

B D
H

Hoc

HOCH2CH:cH,
H2C:CHCH2OH

13. Determine whether the following pairs of structures are identical (i.e. different pictures of the

same molecule), slructuIal isomers, diastereomers, or enantiomers'

and HOO

14. The pair of structures which represent diastereomers is

9' n
rÀ
I

Br

r-l
Cl Br

Br

I"Z\
CI

t,,A

Br.1
A
I

CI
D

l-''r
Cl Br

Br

I

"Z\

cooH

OH

Solutions will be posted at www.preplol'com/solutions 64
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shown belôw are15. The pair of tetramethylcyclohexane structures

I

.-/:/

@ rhesarne B) An enantiomer pair, interconverted by chair

flipping

D) Pâir of structurally different cyclohexane

derivatives

C) A pair of conformers with dlfferent energies

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l.com/solutions 65


